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In the last decades the research of malignant tumors (oncology) became a complex

interdisciplinary branch of the modern sciences. In addition to other disciplines the radiation

chemistry and radiation biology, applied in this respect, led to new and deeper understanding

and knowledge in the radiation therapy of cancer. Following this line and by a combined use of

both methods, studies in vitro for testing cy-tostatica activity and pulse radiolysis for

characterisation of the corresponding transients, it was possible to gain a deeper and extensive

understanding of complex reaction mechanisms. In addition to valuable biological data we have

established that the cytostatica efficiency, e.g. of mitomycin C (NMQ can be very strongly

increased in the presence of the vitamins C E and 13-carotene. As an essential step in this

respect a cascade electron transfer with the sequence: vit. C - vit. E'/vit E B-car. -'/13-car.

-> MMUMMU was established.

In the present work the ability of vitamin I (thiamine) to act under given conditions as

cy-tostaticum or/and as radiation protecting agent will be reported. Extensive investigations in

vitro (E. coli bacteria AB II 57 were used as a model) in different media showed that with a

combination of vitamin I with sanazole (AK-2123 a synergistic effect occurs, which results

in a very strong cytostatica enhancement. The presence of vitamin C in the system strongly

contributes in this respect. The influence on the sanazole efficiency by other vitamins (E and -

carotene) added individually or in mixture will also be reported. The obtained results are of

importance for the radiation therapy of cancer patients.

The paper also demonstrates the significant role of radiation chemistry in radiation

biology and medicine.


